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Abstract
E-governance means computerization of current government 
procedures. Government has started implementation of the 
electronic governance for each and every department to provide 
government documents to the citizens very much easily and on the 
fly. But computerization may require staff members should be well 
educated of computer and should be aware of latest technology, 
again there are some challenges for the implementing new 
technology. Our paper is divided into two sections, in section I, 
we would like to discuss importance of E-governance in India and 
section II, challenges for the implementation of the E-governance 
project India.
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I. Introduction
E-governance is the application of Information Technology to the 
processes of government functioning to bring SMART. i.e. Smart,  
Moral, Accountable,  Responsive and  Transparent Governance. 
Researchers have proved that governments are moving forward 
in e-government development around the India. Despite the high 
demand placed by E-Government on multitude foundation pillars, 
including prerequisites of infrastructure and capacity development, 
the progress of E-governance is still low. E-governance, meaning 
“electronic governance” is using Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICTs) at various levels of the government and the 
public sector and beyond, for the purpose of enhancing governance. 
[1, 3].

A. Importance of E-Governance Project for the Society
India Government has started implementation of E-governance 
project state wise. Indian government has started giving awards 
in following categories like (a). Excellence in Government 
Process Re-engineering, (b). Exemplary Re-Use of ICT Based 
Solution, (c). Outstanding performance in Citizen-Centric Service 
Delivery, (d) Innovative use of Technology in E-governance, e) 
Innovative use of ICT by PSUs for Customer’s Benefits, (f) Best 
Government Portal, (g). Specific Sector Award - Focus Sector – 
Local Government. Government of Gujarat has secured 69 awards 
for the implementation of E-governance project in the Gujarat. 
Similarly every state has started implementation of E-governance 
project, so following are the importance of E-governance project. 
[6-7].

1. Building Strong and Effective Information Chain
Citizen can take benefits of E-governance project for getting 
effective information effectively and very easily. Information chain 
can be very much effective using E-governance project. Most of the 
data like statistics, personal records, general information regarding 
any city we can find easily by filing application over the Internet 
/ website, government can also look back that who is interested 
in which kind of data so they can provide subscribe facilities and 

can give up to date information to the citizen according to their 
interest, so using E-governance project one can take advantage 
of online process and information can be spread by means of 
electronic network like e-mail, group mail, conference, etc.

2. Fast and Convenient Service to Citizens
E-governance is the way to provide information very fast and 
effectively to the citizens of the country. So citizen can apply 
using online application can get information via email or web 
portal developed by the government, so he/she can get documents 
easily in electronic form or hard copy as per the request, so no 
more waiting in the queue and can apply online.  In other way we 
can take advantage of many other online services using website 
or portal.

3. Effective Utilization of Resources
Resource utilization can be higher in E-governance because, we 
can compute number of computations using computer or can 
provide different types of data using online query system. This 
kind of utilization is not possible with manual paper work and 
hard paper provided by government office.

4. Integration of Communities
Using E-governance we can integrate each department with 
each other and can get advantage of the integration. This kind 
of integration is implemented in the ERP system, and we all 
know that ERP system provides so many analysis and reports, 
on the bases of this reports we can take decisions for the future, 
so Integration can be very much useful for the larger system like 
E-governance system.

5. Reduction in Delays, Red Tape and Corruption
E-governance offers an opportunity for improvement in public 
service delivery and most administrative best practices build upon 
the process redesign and convergence that E-governance facilitates. 
E-governance leads to a transformation in work processes and 
service delivery, lowers transaction cost with improvement in 
transparency and accountability. E-governance can help reduce 
corruption and improve accountability by making budgets and 
progress reports of major public projects available. It enables 
transformational change rather than merely technical change. So 
e-governance reduce the delay, fast the procedures and reduce the 
corruption through transparency.

B. Challenges for the Implementation of E-governance 
Project
Implementation of E-government project can be useful to many 
people and organizations to get useful government documents, 
statistics on the fly and can help to improve living stand of the 
people. However, in India most of the government office is still 
uses older method like paper and filing to store documents, so is 
little difficult to implement it and moreover the following factors 
are challenges for government [1].
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1. Low Literacy
Literacy is defined as the ability to read and write with understanding 
in any language like Guajarati, Hindi or English etc. A person who 
can only read but cannot write is not classified as literate. As shown 
in the fig. 1, UK is the country having around100% literacy rate 
and at 1st rank in the list of literacy (Table: 1). Literacy level of 
India is 61% [3].

Table 1 : Literacy level

Country UK Russia U.S. Israel Singapore China 
Mainland

Literacy
 Rate 
(%)

99.90 99.40 97.00 96.90 92.50 90.90

Country Mexico South 
Africa Iran India Bangladesh

Literacy
 Rate 
(%)

90.30 82.40 77.00 61.00 41.10

Fig. 1: Literacy Rate

2. Low Per Capita Income
Per capita income is the numerical quotient of national production 
by population, in monetary terms. It is a measure of the monetized 
production per person an economic aggregate such as a country, 
not of the actual distribution of income or current net wealth in 
that aggregate. Globally Luxembourg has the highest per capita 
income followed by Qatar. As shown in the Table 2, Per Capita 
Income of India is 1527 and rank 135th rank in average per capita 
income [4].

Table 2: Per Capita Income
Country Singapore U.S. UK Israel Russia

Per 
Capita(US$) 50714 48147 39604 32298 13236

Country Mexico South 
Africa Iran China 

Mainland India Bangladesh

Per 
Capita(US$) 10803 8342 6260 5184 1527 690

Fig. 2: Per Capita Income

3. Limited Financial Resource
The gross domestic product  is one the primary indicators used 
to gauge the health of a country’s economy. It represents the total 
dollar value of all goods and services produced over a specific 
time period - you can think of it as the size of the economy. United 
States is having the highest GDP in the world followed by China, 
Japan and Germany. India with GDP 1,631,970 million US $ is 
at rank 9th [5].

Country U.S. China 
Mainland UK India Russia Mexico

GDP 
(Million 
US $)

14526550 5878257 2250209 1631970 1479825 1034308

Country Iran South 
Africa Singapore Israel Bangladesh

GDP 
(Million 
US $)

407382 363655 222699 217445 105560

Table 3: Gross Domestic Product of World

Fig. 3: Gross Domestic Product of World

4. Lack of Human Resource in Government Dept.
In our government offices we have shortage of staff, this is main 
a factor affecting the roll out of e-Government in a country is 
the level of human capacity. Lack of skills and capacities of the 
staff for the implementation of electronic governance which 
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required IT literacy and intermediate knowledge of Information 
and communication technology So, Human Resources play 
important role for the implementation of e-Government System. 
The Government wants to implement the e-Government System 
within the country. First of all, he must prepare the sufficient 
human resources [2].

5. Lack of Awareness/Training
The Knowledge and Training are another challenge of E-government 
Implementation. Before implementation of any program, training 
should be given to each and every staff of the department and also 
training is required to all citizens of the country for the awareness of 
the system. Then e-government can be implemented successfully. 
It is necessary to implement awareness program in citizen level 
about the system and their vision of the E-governance. Training 
wills leads to successful implementation of e-Government. Before 
implementing the e-Government system in the country, it will be 
necessary to implement the awareness.

6. Other
Some other challenges for the implementations are Infrastructure, 
Skill and awareness, Legal issues, Tendency to resist the change 
in work culture.

II. Conclusion
According to Reference and statistics given here rank of India is 
very low in literacy, low capita income, limited financial. So as 
per our research if we improvement of this factor will help out 
to implement E-governance process fast. A vision is required 
to implement the e-government in India. To meet the vision the 
challenges in the implementation of e-government should be 
overcome. Then the environment needs to be developed by the 
government for the effective implementation of e-government 
in India. 
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